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Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy was a child prodigy — his initial training, perfect pitch and an all-encompassing memory helped him develop into a skillful musician at a very early age. By the time he was seventeen, he had composed twelve string symphonies, an opera, and the overture to A Midsummer Night’s Dream. Writing for the Boston Symphony, George Marke noted, "Some artists develop their craft slowly, others seem to begin at the top. There is little difference between Mendelssohn's early and his mature works." In 1829, after three years of study at the University of Berlin, he undertook music as a career. He became a court favorite and, in 1835, had the opportunity to take over the Gewandhaus Orchestra in Leipzig. Mendelssohn was one of the first conductors to use a baton, which helped with his insistence on precision and fast rhythms.

When Mendelssohn was 15 years old, his family stayed at a resort on the shores of the Baltic Sea. He was impressed with the wind band that performed there and composed a work to be performed at one of their concerts. John Boyd, a scholar on the music of Mendelssohn, states:

The original score was lost but recopied by Mendelssohn in July of 1826. These two scores were entitled Nocturno and were written for the instrumentation of one flute, two clarinets, two oboes, two bassoons, two horns, one trumpet, and one English bass horn (a conical bore upright serpent in the shape of a bassoon). In his correspondence to the publisher Simrock, Mendelssohn mentions his desire to have this eleven-instrument version published, but apparently could not locate the score as he never mentions it again to Simrock after March 4, 1839. Mendelssohn did send Simrock an Ouverture für Harmoniemusik (Overture for Wind Band) scored for twenty-three winds and percussion along with a four-hand piano score on November 30, 1838. The 1838 composition is a re-scoring of the Nocturno for the German band of that era and was not published until 1852 following the death of Mendelssohn.
It was when Joseph Phillips was in residency at St. Olaf College a few years ago, working with our jazz students, that word got out he had been a high school band director in the Seattle area for five years. This information, combined with exposure to his compelling music and engaging personality, led to a commission offer for a new work for the St. Olaf Band. Of his new piece, the composer writes:

I first heard of the Long Now Foundation when a friend of mine in 2001 worked a summer "internship" on one of their projects: The Rosetta Project, an attempt to create a publicly and easily accessible on-line library of all documented human language. The Long Now Foundation, founded in 1996, is a California based organization whose goal is "to provide counterpoint to today’s ‘faster/cheaper’ mind set and promote ‘slower/better’ thinking" and "to creatively foster responsibility in the framework of the next 10,000 years." The term ‘long now’, which connotes a stretching of what people consider as now, was created by composer/producer Brian Eno, a founding board member of the Foundation.

One of the things that fascinated me about the Long Now Foundation and, subsequently became it’s most mainstream and well-known concept, is The Clock of the Long Now. Sometimes called the 10,000 Year Clock or the World’s Slowest Computer, the final monument sized, all-mechanical Clock will be built to last about the same length of time (10,000 years) as human technological progression to date. The concept of the Clock reminded me of the awe the 11th century near mythological 30 foot tall astronomical water clock of Sun Song must have instilled in the ancient Chinese who were lucky enough to see it. To me, just the idea of some distant post-human, 10,000 years from now, stumbling upon a still functioning 21st century Sun Song clock, a mysterious artifact from our own times, is quite an intriguing, inspiring, and beautiful thought. My composition The Long Now is inspired by the wonder and hopefulness of that thought.

The Miles Johnson Endowment commissioned The Long Now for the 2008-2009 St. Olaf Band, Dr. Timothy Mahr, conductor. This work was also funded in part by the Composer Assistance Program of the American Music Center.

To speak with Joseph C. Phillips, Jr., and to hear his music, one would imagine an optimistic philosopher, or a student of ancient religious texts. While philosophy and ancient texts are of interest and influence, in truth, this new music composer is more a scholar of feeling than thinking — a conduit of emotional imagination, manifested through a set of composed music that is at the same time new as it is familiar.

Phillips’ compositions may be classified as classical to some, jazz to others. But his ensemble Numinous — whose second recording, Vipassana, was just released by Innova Recordings in April of this year – defies any classic genre definitions. Rather, the music moves fluidly between genres to create a sense of wonder, mystery, and beauty.
Phillips earned his degree from the University of Maryland, College Park in 1991. While teaching high school and leading award-winning student bands in Washington State, he earned an Educator of the Year award in 1996 from the city of Bellevue just outside Seattle and was a finalist again in 1998. Through his time in Washington State, Phillips nurtured his interest in composing his own music and joined the Seattle Young Composers Collective in 1996. He was unable to ignore the temptation to do something with his own music, however, and the opportunity to bring jazz composer Maria Schneider out to his school, Interlake High School, for a student workshop and concert in 1997 gave him the inspiration he was looking for — and a familiar face in New York City when he was ready to pursue his own music career and become a composer himself.

“I was following my passion,” Phillips says, “and what Maria’s music did for me was the same as what John Cage’s philosophical musical thought did to many other composers: give me a sense of the possible and a confidence to follow my own musical direction.”

Inspired by Schneider, as well as Steve Reich, John Adams and many other key figures in new music, in addition to visual and film artists, scientific, philosophical and social thought Phillips says, “I try to take all of them in, and in my own way, create my own musical world.”

Phillips’ unique style has attracted plenty of attention so far. He was awarded a Meet the Composers grant in 2007 and an American Music Center award in 2009. He was a member of the prestigious BMI Jazz Composers Workshop from 1998 to 2004 where he was a finalist for the BMI Foundation Charlie Parker Composition Award, and also a finalist for a Sundance Film Composers Lab Fellowship in 2007. In addition to the worldwide performances of his works, including the 2003 Steve Reich Festival at the Royal Conservatory in The Hague, Netherlands, several new works have been commissioned by the St. Olaf Band and Jazz Band, the University of Maryland Symphonic Band, Take Dance Company, and violinist Ana Milosavljevic.

In addition to his composing, and work with his ensemble Numinous, Phillips also founded Pulse, a federation of six award-winning composers that defies easy categorization. Indeed, Phillips continues to define himself without any clear definition. Regardless of genre or the trappings of traditional classification, Phillips says, “I want to make connections with the audience.” Phillips’ web site — www.numinousmusic.com — contains much more information about the artist and his work, in addition to sound files of his music.

* * * * *

On the cover: The diagram on the front cover of this program is Prototype 1 of the Clock of the Long Now otherwise known as the 10,000-year clock.
Symphony No.8

David Maslanka (b. 1943)

I. moderate/very fast
II. moderate
III. moderate/very fast/moderate/very fast

*Premiere Performance*

Born in New Bedford, Mass., David Maslanka attended the Oberlin College Conservatory, spent a year at the Mozarteum in Salzburg, Austria, and did graduate work in composition at Michigan State University. He has served on the faculties of the State University of New York at Geneseo, Sarah Lawrence College, New York University, and College of the City University of New York. He now lives in Missoula, Montana.

Maslanka’s works for winds and percussion have become especially well known. They include *A Child’s Garden of Dreams* for Symphonic Wind Ensemble; the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th and 7th symphonies; and *Mass* for soloists, chorus, boys chorus, wind orchestra and organ. In addition, he has written a wide variety of chamber, orchestral and choral pieces. With funding from the Miles Johnson Endowment, The St. Olaf Band joined a consortium of college and university ensembles to commission Maslanka to create his eighth symphony. The composer provides the following information about his latest work:

Symphony No.8 is in three distinct movements, but the musical layout suggests a single large-scale panoramic vista.

I began the composition process for this symphony with meditation, and was shown scenes of widespread devastation. But this music is not about the surface of our world problems. It is a response to a much deeper vital creative flow, which is forcefully at work and which will carry us through our age of crisis. This music is a celebration of life. It is about new life, continuity from the past to the future, great hope, great faith, joy, ecstatic vision, and fierce determination.

The old is continually present in the new. The first movement touches the Gloria from my *Mass*: Glory to God in the highest, whatever that may mean to you: the power of the universe made manifest to us and through us.

The second movement is a large fantasia on the old Lutheran chorale melody *Jesu meine Freude* (Jesus My Joy). The life of Christ is one powerful image of the high creative: being willing to be broken to receive the new; giving oneself up entirely so that a new idea can be born. The old form of the organ chorale prelude underlies this movement – new language out of the old.

The third movement is music of praise and gratitude for all that is. It can be traced to the very end of the favorite old hymn tune *All Creatures of Our God and King* – the part with the joyous descending major scale where all the bells ring out. I recently used this tune for a set of variations in a piece called *Unending Stream of Life*, a name which could also be a fitting subtitle for this new symphony.
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